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Abstract 
The parentheses matching problem is considered. Suppose we are given a balanced sequence of 
parentheses and wish to find for each parenthesis its mate. Assuming the levels of nesting of 
each parenthesis are given, we present an algorithm that runs in O(a(n)) time using an optimal 
number of processors (where a(n) is the inverse of Ackermann’s function) on the CRCW PRAM. 
Without this assumption the running time becomes O(log n/log log n). 
1. Introduction 
The parentheses matching problem is defined as follows. An array containing a bal- 
anced sequence of n parentheses is given. For each parenthesis we want to find its mate. 
Assuming the levels of nesting of each parenthesis are given, we present an algorithm that 
runs in O(cr(n)) time using an optimal number of processors. Without this assumption the 
running time becomes O(log n/log log n) using an optimal number of processors. 
Quite a few algorithms (for several different problems) rely on a routine for the 
parentheses matching problem. Perhaps the most notable of these algorithms are 
algorithms for expression evaluation. Parallel parentheses matching has also received 
considerable attention. For instance, see [ 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 14, 17, 18, 20, 211. Algorithms 
that treat the case where the level of nesting of each parenthesis is given are those of 
Berkman et al. [S] and Schieber [lS]. Both run in O(log log n) time using an optimal 
number of processors if levels of nesting of each parenthesis is given. We note that it is 
easy to reduce the parity problem to the parentheses matching problem in constant 
time (the reduction is given for completeness in Section 3) and thus the lower bound of 
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Q(log n/log log n) time for parity using a polynomial number of processors [3] implies 
the same lower bound for parentheses matching if levels of nesting are not provided. 
However, prefix sums (by which levels of nesting are computed) is a basic and general 
technique. One of the aims of this paper is to investigate what is the added difficulty of 
parentheses matching beyond the use of this basic technique. 
The model of parallel computation which is used in this paper is the concur- 
rent-read concurrent-write (CRCW) parallel random access machine (PRAM). We 
assume that several processors may attempt to write at the same memory location 
only if they are seeking to write the same value (the so-called, common-CRCW 
PRAM), as in [19]. We use the weakest common-CRCW PRAM model, in which 
only concurrent writes of the value one are allowed. 
A work-optimal (or, simply, optimal) parallel algorithm is an algorithm whose work 
(i.e., time-processor product) complexity matches the sequential complexity of the 
problem (which in this paper is linear). A fully-parallel algorithm is a parallel 
algorithm that runs in constant time using an optimal number of processors. An 
almostfully-parallel algorithm is a parallel algorithm that runs in O(C((~)) (the inverse 
of Ackermann function) time using an optimal number of processors. We refer the 
reader to [6,23] for a discussion on the difficulty and theoretical importance of 
designing such extremely fast parallel algorithms. 
Section 2 reduces the parentheses matching problem to a “numbers-matching” 
problem. Section 3 overviews a few known techniques. Section 4 presents an algo- 
rithm for the numbers-matching problem. 
2. Parentheses matching 
Given a balanced sequence of n parentheses, we wish to find for each left parenthesis 
its matching right parenthesis. More specifically, the input is an array of size n con- 
taining for each parenthesis (1) a binary flag marking whether it is a left or right 
parenthesis, and (2) its level of nesting. 
We define a new problem that instead of matching parentheses matches numbers. 
Section 4 is devoted to deriving parallel algorithms for this numbers-matching 
problem. These algorithms imply an almost fully-parallel algorithm for the paren- 
theses matching problem (see Corollary 2.1). 
The numbers-matching problem 
Input: An integer k and an array A = (aI, a2,. . ., a,) of integers, such that 
lai - ai+ 1 1 < k. In words, the difference between each ai, 1 Q i < n, and its successor 
ai+i is at most k. This bound on the difference between two successive lements is 
called a restricted-domain assumption. The parameter k need not be a constant. 
Output: Find for each ai the nearest element o its left that is smaller than or equal to 
ai and the nearest o its right that is smaller than ai. That is, for each 1 < i < n, find the 
maximal 1 <j < i, and the minimal i < k < n such that aj < ai and ak < ai. We say 
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that Uj is the left match and ak is the right match of ai. If the left (or right) match of Ui 
does not exist, then the output with respect o ai is defined to be - 1. 
We make the simplifying assumption that fi and all other quantities needed in the 
paper are always integers. It is demonstrated in [6] that handling the general case 
does not change the complexity of the algorithm in terms of “big Oh”. 
Example. Let A=(uI ,..., a,,)=(6,2,7,9,14,7,9,11,7,13,4,16,12,15,8). The 
right match of a6 = 7 is ~i, = 4 and its left match is u3 = 7. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the numbers-matching problem, where k, the bound on the 
diference between two successive elements in A, is constant. The algorithm, presented in 
Section 4, is almost fully-parallel. 
Corollary 2.1. There exists an almost filly-parallel algorithm for the parentheses 
matching problem. 
Proof. Let A = (aI, u2, . . . . a,) be the levels of nesting of our parentheses. For each 
pair of matching parentheses, we observe that: (1) their level of nesting is the same; and 
(2) the nesting level of each parenthesis between them is larger. The parentheses 
matching algorithm consists of solving the numbers-matching problem with respect 
to A, where the difference between two adjacent numbers in A is one (i.e., k = 1). For 
each right parenthesis its left mate is simply the left match in the numbers-matching 
problem. The corollary follows. 0 
Berkman et al. [S] defined the numbers-matching problem and gave a parallel 
algorithm for a nonrestricted-domain version of it. The algorithm runs in O(log log n) 
time using nlloglogn processors. It is easy to see that an algorithm for the num- 
bers-matching problem implies an algorithm for finding the minimum among n ele- 
ments. Thus, the Q(log log n) time lower bounds for finding the minimum apply to the 
numbers-matching problem, as well. Such lower bounds were given in [22] for 
a comparison model, and in [15,4] for a PRAM where the domain from which the 
elements are drawn is large. The rest of this paper deals with solving our restricted- 
domain variant of the numbers-matching problem. The lower bounds above do not 
apply to this variant. 
3. Basics 
We need the following reduction, problems, algorithms and definitions. 
Reduction from parity to parentheses matching 
Given an input A = (aI,az, . . . . a,) for the parity problem, we construct an array 
B of size 8n which is an input to the parentheses matching problem as follows. (1) Each 
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“1” in A is replaced by two left parentheses and each “0” in A is replaced by one left 
and one right parenthesis to make an array B of size 2n. (2) We concatenate to B an 
array of 2n right parentheses and concatenate the result to an array of 2n left 
parentheses (so B is now of size 6n). (3) Finally, we reverse array A, replace each “1” by 
two right parentheses, replace each “0” by one left and one right parentheses and 
concatenate the result to B. 
To sum up we get(i) 2n left parentheses, followed by (ii) a sequence of 2n parentheses 
corresponding to A, (iii) 2n right parentheses, and finally (iv) a sequence of 2n 
parentheses corresponding to the reverse of A. Consider the leftmost “1” in A. It yields 
two left parentheses in the sequence of item (ii). The mate of the first among these two 
left parentheses must be in the sequence of right parentheses of item (iii). Let i be the 
index of this mate in B. Then the number of ones in A is (i - 4n)/2. This implies the 
parity of A. 
Finding the minimum for restricted-domain inputs 
Input: Array A = a1,a2, . . . . a, of numbers. The restricted-domain assumption: each 
ai is an integer between 1 and n. 
Finding the minimum: Find the minimum value in A. 
Fich et al. [lo] gave the following four-step parallel algorithm for the restricted- 
domain minimum finding problem. It runs in 0( 1) time using n processors. We use an 
auxiliary vector B of size n, that is all zero initially. (1) Processor i, 1 d i 6 n, writes 
one into location B(ai). The problem now is to find the leftmost one in B. Partition 
B into 4 equal size subarrays. (2) For each such subarray find in O(1) time, using 
& processors, if it contains a one. (3) Apply the O(1) time algorithm of Shiloach and 
Vishkin [19] for finding the leftmost subarray of size 4 containing one, using 
n processors. (4) Finally, reapply this latter algorithm for finding the index of the 
leftmost one in this subarray. 
Remark 3.1. This algorithm can be readily generalized to yield O(1) time for inputs 
between 1 and pc, where c > 1 is a constant, as long as p 3 n processors are used. 
The prefix-minima and suffix-minima problems 
De$nitions: Let A = (a,, a2, . . . , a,,). The prejix minima of A are the following n num- 
bers. For each i, 1 d i < n, we take the minimum value among al, a2, . . . , ai. The sz@x 
minima of A are the following n numbers. For each i, 1 G i < n, we take the minimum 
value among Ur,Ui+ 1, . . . . a,. 
Constant-time algorithms for numbers matching and prefix minima 
Suppose we have n2 processors. We show that in this case both the numbers- 
matching and the prefix-minima problems can be solved in O(1) time. 
Teams of processors: Below, and later in the paper, it will be convenient to use 
“teams of processors”. A team of size p is a set of p processors with consecutive indices 
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i,i + 1, . . . . i + p - 1, for some i and p. A team of size p is always (implicitly) assumed 
to have an allocated array of size O(p). A team can operate as an independent 
“sub-PRAM”. 
Constant-time numbers-matching algorithm: We allocate a team of n processors to 
each Ui. Processor j, i + 1 <j < n, that is allocated to ai, marks cj := 1 if ai < LQ. 
Otherwise, it marks cj := 0. NOW, the smallest j > i such that cj = 1 is Ui’s right match. 
This j can be found using the part of Fich et al’s [lo] algorithm above that deals with 
finding the leftmost one. The left match for each element ai can be found similarly. 
Constant-time prefix-minima algorithm: We solve the numbers-matching problem 
with respect to A, using the constant-time numbers-matching algorithm presented 
above. For each i, 1 < i f n, let j < i be the largest index such that Uj does not have 
a left match. Then Uj is the minimum over the prefix LI, , al, . , ai. This ,j can be found 
by [lo] as before. 
Remark 3.2. It is easy to extend the algorithms for the numbers-matching and 
prefix-minima problems to get algorithms for both problems that run in constant time 
(specifically 0(1/s) time) and use ni+’ processors for any constant e. 
The inverse-Ackermann function 
Consider a real function5 Letf’” denote the ith iterate 0f.f: (Formally, we denote 
,f”‘(n) =,f(n) and ,f”‘(n) =f(S”- ‘j(n)) f or i > 1.) Next, we define the * (pronounced 
“star”) functional that maps the function .f into another function *.fi 
*,f(n) = minii If’“(n) < l} ( we only consider functions for which this minimum is well 
defined). (Note that the function log* will be denoted *log using our notation. This 
change is for notational convenience.) 
We define inductively a series Id of slow-growing functions from the set of integers 
that are larger than 2 into the set of positive integers. (i) I,(n) =r n/2 1 and (ii) 
I, = *I,_ 1 for d >, 2. The first three in this series are familiar functions: I,(n) =r n/2 1, 
Iz(n) = r log n 1 and I,(n) = *log n. The inverse-Ackermann function is 
a(n) = min{i ( Ii(n) B i). 
Comment. Ackermann’s function is defined following [ 121 as follows: A 1 (n) = 2n and 
A,(n) = Ay! i(1) for d >, 2. 
It is interesting to note that Id is actually the inverse of the dth recursion level of A, 
the Ackermann function. Namely: I,(n) = min(i 1 Ad(i) >, n) or 1,(&(n)) = n. The 
definition of x(n) is equivalent to the more often used (but perhaps less intuitive) 
definition: min {i ) Ai > n}. 
The recursive star-tree data structure 
Let n be positive integer. We define inductively a series of a(n) - 1 trees. For each 
2 G m 6 a(n) a balanced tree with n leaves, denoted BT(m) (for balanced tree), is 
defined. For a given m, BT(m) is a recursive tree in the sense that each of its nodes 
holds a tree of the form BT(m - 1). 
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The base of the inductive dejnition: We start with the definition of the star-tree 
BT(2). BT(2) is simply a complete binary tree with n leaves. 
The inductive step (see Fig. 1): For m, 3 < m < cc(n), we define BT(m) as follows. 
BT(m) has n leaves. The number of levels in BT(m) is *I,_ 1 (n) + 1 ( = Z,(n) + 1). The 
root is at level 1 and the leaves are at level *I,,_ 1(n) + 1. Consider a node v at level 
1 ,< 1 d *I,_ 1 (n) of the tree. Node v has Z~I~‘(n)/I~‘_ I(n) children (recall that we 
define Z(,OL1(n) to be n). The total number of leaves in the subtree rooted at node v is 
Z!,!::‘(n). We refer to the part of the BT(m) tree described so far as the top recursion 
leuel ofBT(m) (denoted for brevity as TRL - BT(m)). In addition, node v contains 
recursively a BT(m - 1) tree. The number of leaves in this tree is exactly the number of 
children of node v in BT(m). 
An important feature of the star-tree data structure is the following. When the mth 
tree BT(m) is employed to guide the computation, we invest O(1) time on the top 
recursion level for BT(m). Since BT(m) has m levels of recursion. this leads to a total of 
O(m) time. This is the parallel computational paradigm that was proposed in [6] and 
is used by the numbers-matching algorithm below. Similar parallel computational 
structures appeared in [7, 161. 
Numher of 
children 
per node 
0 
Nuder 
of leaves 
per node 
Level 
of the 
tree 
. . . 
. 
. 
. 
l e l ** 0 
. I 
n leaves 
holds a BT(~ - I) 
tree with y leaves 
Fig. I. BT(m) - mth recursive star-tree 
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4. Numbers-matching algorithm 
4.1. High-level description 
For proving Theorem 2.1 we construct recursively a series of IX(~) - 1 parallel 
algorithms for the numbers-matching problem. The role of the mth algorithm, 
2 < m < cc(n), in this series becomes clear in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. For 2 < m < a(n), numbers matching with respect to array A can be solved 
in 2(m - 1) time pulses, using nZ,(n) + Jk n p rocessors; each pulse takes constant time. 
Included within this complexity is the computation qf prejix minima and suffix minima 
with respect to A. 
The algorithm for m = a(n) leads to an almost fully-parallel algorithms for the 
numbers-matching problem where k is a constant, thereby proving Theorem 2.1. 
In the algorithm below we embed the numbers-matching problem on the star-tree 
data structure. This embedding is done by plugging in the following two-part building 
block at each internal node of the recursive star-tree data structure. 
Let D = (d, ,d,, . . . ,dd) be an array of numbers, and let D1 , D2, . . . . D, be a partition 
of array D into subarrays of 6/r numbers each. The two-part building block solves the 
following three problems with respect to array D: (1) the numbers-matching problem 
itself; (2) prefix minima; and (3) suffix minima. This (triplicate) problem is marked 
NMPS(D). The prefix-minima and suffix-minima problems are included since they are 
needed for our recursive description. 
The two-part building block 
1. INTERNAL MATCHING: For each 1 d i < r solve NMPS(Dt). That is, for 
each number in D find its matches if they are within its subarray (justifying the name 
internal matching). 
2. EXTERNAL MATCHING: This has three steps. (i) Pick d,(i,, the minimum 
element for each Di, 1 < i < r, as a representative of Di (if the minimum is not unique 
the leftmost minimum is taken) and let B = (d,cI,,d,cz,, . . . . d,(,,). (ii) Solve 
NMPS(B), the triplicate problem with respect to the representatives of the subarrays. 
(iii) For each number in D find its matches if they are outside its subarray (justifying 
the name external matching). Also, compute prefix minima and suffix minima with 
respect to D. 
Below we describe an algorithm that realizes Lemma 4.1 for m, m > 2, assuming the 
existence of an algorithm that realizes the lemma for m - 1. Section 4.3 presents an 
algorithm for the case m = 2; this completes the recursive description of the algorithm, 
and the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
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4.1.1. Overview qf the algorithnj,for m > 2 
Input: Array A = (al,az, . . . . a,) of numbers where lai - ni+ 1 1 < k. 
Output: NMPS(A). 
Preview: The algorithm (for m) has three stages. In Stage 1 we apply the two-part 
building block and thereby reduce the size of the problem. In Stage 2, which is the 
main part of the algorithm, the recursive star-tree is used to solve the reduced 
problem. In Stage 3 we complete the solution of NMPS(A). 
Stage 1: Reducing the size of the problem 
The set A is partitioned into n, = n/Z:(n) subarrays A,, A,, . . . , A,, of size Ii(n) each 
(where Z:(n) means (Z:(n))3). We solve the INTERNAL MATCHING part of the 
two-part building block with respect to A. Together with the EXTERNAL MATCH- 
ING part which is handled in Stages 2 and 3, this implies a solution to NMPS(A). To 
solve NMPS(Ai), 1 < i < 111, we use the constant-time algorithms for the prefix- 
minima and numbers-matching problems (where, for Remark 3.2, F = i/3). 
Remark. The reason behind the (seemingly arbitrary) grouping of array A into 
subarrays of Z:(n) elements each is to maintain processor count within our desired 
bounds in Stage 2 below. 
In Stage 2 the star-tree BT(m) is used to solve the triplicate problem with respect to 
an array E = (el,e2, . . . . e,,) of numbers, where ei is the minimum element in subarray 
Ai, 1 < i < al; formally, this means solving NMPS(E), which is item (ii) in the 
EXTERNAL MATCHING part. 
Stage 2: Embedding the reduced problem on the recursive star-tree BT(m) 
Input: Array E = (e1,e2, . . ..e.,) of numbers, Jci - ei+,( < kl = kZ,Qn). 
Output: NMPS(E). 
Guided by BT(m), this stage has 2(m - 1) (time) pulses; each pulse takes constant 
time. The leaves of TRL - Z?T(m), the top recursion level of LIT(m), are the elements of 
E. Each internal node of TRL - BT(m) has an array with the values of its leaves. 
Consider now a node z) at some level, 1, 1 d I d Z,(n,), of TRL - LIT(m). Node u has 
6 = Ii-_‘, (ni ) leaves, and r = 6/Z, _ 1 (6) children, vi, v2, . . . , v,, in TRL - BT(m). Let 
D = (d,,d2, . . . . d,) denote the array of the leaves of node v, let Di, 1 < i < r, denote 
the array of leaves of vi, and let 6, = I,_ 1 (6) denote the size of each Di. Since 
the arrays D1,D2, . . . . D, represent a partition of array D into subarrays of equal size, 
we can apply the two-part building block with respect to array D. Below we concen- 
trate on solving the EXTERNAL MATCHING part with respect to (the array D of) 
node v. 
The following subtle point is crucial to understanding the role of the two-part 
building block in our presentation. At the lowest level of the tree, subsets consist of 
a single leaf, and thus the match at this point must be external. At higher levels, the 
internal matches are all handled by nodes at lower levels. Therefore, the solution of 
EXTERNAL MATCHING with respect to all internal nodes of TRL - BT(m), without 
ever solving any INTERNAL MATCHING, actually provides a solution to NMPS(E). 
EXTERNAL MATCHING with respect to u 
Pulse 1 of the algorithm finds the minimum dmci, in each Di, I < i < r, in parallel 
using the algorithm of Remark 3.1. This solves item (i) of the EXTERNAL MATCH- 
ING part. Let B = (d,~,,,d,(z,, . . . . d,(,.,). We now solve NMPS(B) - item (ii) of the 
EXTERNAL MATCHING problem ~ by a recursive application of Lemma 4.1. That 
is. we apply the algorithm for m - 1 which uses inductively 2(m - 2) pulses (Pulse 2 to 
Pulse 2m - 3). Note that the difference between adjacent entries of B is at most k, ii,. 
Thus, the recursive application needs rl, _ 1 (Y) + v,‘m. r processors which will be 
shown to be within the bounds of node I’. 
Pulse number 2m - 2 which is the last pulse of the algorithm for m computes 
item (iii) of EXTERNAL MATCHING. This is done in four steps. 
Step 1: Compute prefix minima and suffix minima with respect to D. 
It remains to find for each number in D its matches if they are outside its subarray. 
For this we first find (in Step 2 below) the matches in D for each of the &,i)‘s. For this 
computation note that if the right match of d,,i, in B is d,,j, then the right match of 
d,,,(;,, in D lies in subarray Dj. 
Step 2: Let the array of prefix minima with respect to subarray Dj be 
Pi = (pi ,pz, . , pa,). Note that Pj is a nonincreasing array where the difference 
between any two adjacent elements in Pj is at most k,. 
Step 2.1: We build a table that enables processing of the following seurclz query 
with respect to Pi in constant time using one processor: Given any number s, 
search,,(r) provides the minimal index 1 such that p1 < x. 
Step 2.2: The right match of d,ci, (whose match in B is d”,,jb) is now provided by 
srtlr~h,(d,,(i, - I). Similar tables are built for the array of suffix minima of each Di. 
They are used for finding left matches for the d,,i,‘S. 
Step 3: Find for each d,, 1 < ;I < 6, in D whose right (left) match is not in its 
subarray, the subarray Dj that contains its right match. 
Step 4: Find the right match of each such di. within subarray Dj, using the query 
.seurchp,(dc - 1). The left match of d, is found similarly. 
This finishes the description of EXTERNAL MATCHING with respect to L’. It is 
done in parallel with respect to all nodes of TRL - BT(m) and results in solving 
NMPS(E), for the following reason. First note that prefix minima and suffix minima 
with respect to E were computed when Step 1 of pulse 2m - 2 was applied to the root 
of TRL - BT(m). Now, let u denote the lowest common ancestor of some e;. 
1 < ;’ < )I,, and its right match. The solution of EXTERNAL MATCHING at node 
c (and at node 1: only) will provide the right match of L’;.. 
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Stage 3: Completing the computation of NMPS(A) 
We compute item (iii) of EXTERNAL MATCHING with respect o A and thereby 
complete the computation of EXTERNAL MATCHING (and thus of NMPS(A)). 
Specifically, we compute matches for each element in A if they are outside its subarray, 
and in addition compute the prefix minima and suffix minima with respect to A. 
To compute prefix minima and suffix minima with respect to A we use: (a) prefix 
minima and suffix minima within each Ai (that were computed in the INTERNAL 
MATCHING part of Stage 1) and (b) prefix minima and suffix minima with respect 
to E (that were computed as part of NMPS(E) in Stage 2). Computation of matches 
for elements whose match is not in their subarray is done similar to Steps 2-4 of 
Stage 2 above. 
4.2. Detailed description 
Inductively, we assume that we have an algorithm that solves the numbers-match- 
ing problem for the array A = (aI, a2, . . ., a,,) in c(m - 1) time using 
nl,_ 1(n) + $n processors, where c is a constant. We construct an algorithm that 
solves the numbers-matching problem in cl + c(m - 1) time for some constant cl, 
using nZ,(n) + ,,& processors. Selecting initially c > ci implies that the algorithm 
runs in cm time using nZ,(n) + Jkn processors. 
Stage 1 
We partition A into n, = n/Z:(n) subarrays A,, A2, . . . . A,, of Z:(n) elements each, 
allocate a team of Z:(n) processors to each subarray and solve the numbers-matching 
problem, the prefix-minima problem and the suffix-minima problem within the 
subarray. This can be done in constant time using the algorithms of Remark 3.2 (for 
E = l/3). It uses Z;(n) processors per subarray and nZ,(n) processors overall. This 
computation solves INTERNAL MATCHING within each subarray and provides 
the minimum in each subarray which is the input (i.e., array E) to Stage 2. 
Stage 2 
We build TRL - BT(m), the top recursion level of a BT(m) tree whose leaves are the 
elements of E = (eI , . . . , enlI.p~). TRL - BT(m) has *I,_ i(n/Z&)) d Z,(n) levels, 
excluding the level of the leaves. We allocate a team of Z,(n) (1 + @Z;(n)) processors 
to each leaf, 1 + Jkli( n ) f or each of its ancestors. The total amount of processors 
used is n/Z:(n) + ,,kn (which is less than nZ,(n) + $n). 
Pulse 1 (Computation of the minimum element of the Di’S): We find the minimum 
over each Di, 1 Q i < r, using the constant algorithm of Remark 3.1. The processors 
needed for this computation are taken from the child Ui of u that corresponds to 
subarray Di. (Recall that the size of Di is 6i = I,_ 1 (6), that 6 is the size of D, and that 
the difference between adjacent elements of Di is kZi(n).) After subtracting the first 
element of the array Di from each of its elements, we get an array whose elements 
range between - k6,Zi(n) and kd,Zi(n). The size of the range, which is 2kb, Z:(n) + 1, 
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does not exceed the square of the number of processors at node Vi, which is 
(6, + $6, Mn))‘, and the algorithm of Remark 3.1 can be applied. 
Pulses 2 through 2m - 3 (Computation ofitem (ii)): We solve NMPS(B) by applying 
the assumed algorithm from m - 1. The processors needed for this computation are 
taken from the allocation of node v. We have shown that this computation uses 
rl,_I(r) + m.r processors where r = 6/I,_,(6) is the size of B, kI = Al:(n) is 
a bound on the difference between adjacent elements of B and 6 1 = I, _ 1 (6) is the size 
of each Di. Thus the number of processors used is 
which is the number of processors at node v. 
Pulse 2m - 2 (Computation of item (iii)): 
Step 1: We compute prefix minima with respect to D (suffix minima are computed 
similarly). That is, for each leaf ei of v we need to find the minimum over the prefix of ei 
with respect to the leaves of node v. For this, the minimum among the following list of 
at most *I,_ I(n) + 1 = I,(n) + 1 numbers is computed: Each level 1, level(v) < I 
< I,(n) + 1, of the tree contributes (at most) one number. Let u denote the ancestor at 
level I - 1 of ei and let ul, . . . . uY denote its children, which are at level 1. Suppose uj, 
j > 1, is an ancestor of ei. We take the prefix minimum over the leaves of u1 , . . , uj_ 1. 
This prefix minimum was computed above (by the assumed algorithm for m - 1). If u1 
is the ancestor of ei then level 1 does not contribute anything (actually, level I contrib- 
utes a large default value so that the minimum computation is not affected). Finally, ei 
is also added to the list. This minimum computation can be done in constant time 
using Z:(n) processors (by the algorithm of [19]). Note that: (1) all prefix minima and 
all suffix minima with respect to E are computed (in the root) in this step; and (2) given 
a leaf ei in TRL - BT(m), finding node u (the ancestor at level 1- 1 of ei) is easy since 
TRL - BT(m) is balanced. 
Step 2.1 (Handling search queries): We describe a procedure that handles search 
queries for a generic nonincreasing array of integers M = (ml, m,, . . . , m9) such that 
the difference between any two adjacent elements of M is at most k’ (formally 
mi B mi+ 1 > mi - k’). The query searchM(x) requests the minimal index 1, 1 Q 1 < q, 
such that ml 6 x (if such an index exists). We show how to preprocess array M with 
Jk’q processors in constant time, so that each query can be processed by a single 
processor in constant time. 
By way of motivation, assume that we have k’q processors for preprocessing, where 
k’ processors are standing by each element mi. Possible query values are all x, 
m, 2 x > ml - k’(q - l)(sincem, >, m, - k’(q - 1)). Construct in 0( 1) time an array 
(of size O(k’q)), such that for each such value of x the array has the index for 
searchM(x). Specifically, processor j, 0 < j 6 k’ - 1, of element mi enters the answer 
i for query searchM(mi + j), unless mi + j > m,_ , . A variant of this simple construction 
uses only $y processors, as shown below. 
We build two kinds of arrays: 
(i) A single array B, of size < $4. Array B will have all answers for query values 
HZ, 3 x 3 mq which are integer multiples of fi. It is easy to compute array B in 
constant time by asssigning Jk’ processors to each element mi, 1 < i d y. 
(ii) Several arrays, each of size fi. Consider a query search,,,(x), and recall that 
array B solves the query j = search,(x,), where xl = r .x/JZ 1. Jk’ is an integer 
multiple of @. By element mj, we store an array Cj of size d fi. Array Cj will have 
all answers for query values .x1 3 y > ,x1 - \/il;. There will be J% processors stand- 
ing by each element mi, 1 < i < q, and they will compute in 0( 1) time all arrays Cj (for 
every element nlj such that j = sear&,(.x) for some integer multiple .Y of &‘). 
Specifically, the processors that will participate in the computation of Cj belong to all 
elements mj, I??j+ 1 , . . . , mi that lie between the same two multiples of fi as mj 
itself. Implementation details are omitted. 
In our case the array Pj is of size 2i, and the difference between adjacent elements of 
Pj is k, = klz,(rz). Thus, the preprocessing for search query retrieval takes constant 
time using JmS, processors, less than the amount of processors at node Cj 
(which is 6r + $8, Ii(n)). 
Step 2.2: We need to answer one search query with respect to the minimum d,,,, of 
each of the subarrays Di, 1 < i < r. This can be done in constant time using a single 
processor per query and constant time using r processors (that are available at node c) 
overall. 
To compute matches for all elements in D whose matches are not in their respective 
subarrays (Step 3) we need a few definitions and observations from [S]. Let r(i) denote 
the index of the right match Of d,ci, in D and let I(i) denote the index of the left match of 
d,,i,. 
Lemma 4.2 (Berkman et al. [S]). (a) Suppose r(i) exists and the index of’the .&array af 
r(i) is larger than i + 1. Then, there exists a s&array g > i, such that l(q) belongs to 
suhurray i and r(g) belongs to the s&array of r(i). Moreocer, suhurruy q is unique (see 
Fig. 2). 
(b) (Symmetric to item (a)) Suppose l(i) exists and the index of the subarray ofl(i) is 
smuller than i - 1. Then, there exists a s&array h < i, such that r(h) belongs to suharray 
i and l(h) belongs to the s&array qf l(i). S&array h is unique. 
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Fig. 2 
Suppose the assumptions for both (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.2 hold. (Cases where these 
assumptions do not hold are easy and will be mentioned later.) For each m(i), 
1 < i < r, we define two pairs of subarrays: a right pair and a left pair. We describe in 
detail only the right pair of m(i). Let g be as in Lemma 4.2. The first subarray of such 
a pair spans to the right of m(i) until l(g) (subarray X in Fig. 2). The second subarray of 
the right pair spans to the left of r(i) until r(g) (subarray Yin Fig. 2). The important 
observations are as follows. 
We define the jirst subsequence to be the subsequence of the first subarray that 
consists of every element of this subarray whose right match does not lie within the 
subarray. Similarly, we define the second subsequence to be the subsequence of the 
second subarray that consists of every element of this subarray whose left match does 
not lie within the subarray. 
Observation 1. Suppose element dj belongs to thejrst suhnrray of‘m(i). Then dj helomgs 
to the,first subsequence af m(i) if and only ~fdj is less than or equal to the minimum over 
the .~fix of’dj+ 1 in subarray i. Similarly, ifelement dj belongs to the second s&array af’ 
m(i) then dj belongs to the second subsequence of m(i) $‘and only if dj is less than the 
minimum over the prefix af die1 in the sttharray af r(i). 
Corollary. The values af the elements in the ,jirst subsequence are monotonically non- 
decreasing ,from left to right. The values of the elements in the second subsequence are 
monotonically increasing ,from right to left. 
Observation 2. The right matches af all elements in the,fir.st subsequence ofm(i) lie in the 
second subsequence of m(i). The left matches of all elements in the second sutxeqtrencc of 
m(i) (with the exception qf r(i)) lie in the jirst subsequence of m(i). 
Proof. Consider an element dj, m(i) d j < l(g), of the first subsequence. From Obser- 
vation 1 we have that dj is less than or equal to all elements dj+, , . . ..dt.,,. The 
definition of the numbers-matching problem implies that dt(,, is less than or equal to 
d mCqj and that dmCg, is less than all elements dt(,, + 1, . , dm,y,_ 1. It follows that dj is less 
than or equal to all elements dj+ ,, . . . . d,,,,. Similarly it can be shown that dj is less 
than or equal to all elements dmCg,+l, . . . . d,(,,_, On the other hand, d,,(i), and thus 
also dj, is larger than drci,. This implies that the right match of dj must be in the second 
subarray. It is easy to see that the right match must belong to the second subsequence. 
This proves the first part of Observation 2; the proof of the second part is similar. _ 
We are now ready to present the implementation of Step 3. 
Step 3: For each subarray g, 1 < g < r, of D, we do the following. 
(al) Let i be the index of the subarray of 1(g). A processor allocated to subarray 
g checks whether the subarray of r(i) is the same as the subarray of r(g); namely, we 
check whether m(g) relates to m(i) as in Lemma 4.2(a). If yes, the processor determines 
the boundaries of the subarrays of the right pair of m(i). Symmetrically, boundaries of 
left pairs are found using Lemma 4.2(b). 
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(a2) We allocate a team of 6/r ( = I,_ 1 (6)) processors to each subarray i, 1 < i ,< r 
(overall 6 processors are allocated). Processor t, 1 d t d S/r, of subarray i checks 
(using Observation 1) whether element t of the subarray belongs to the first sub- 
sequence of the right pair of subarray i. If yes, the processor marks this element with 
the index of the subarray of r(i) (telling the element that its right match is in the 
subarray of r(i)). Similarly, each element of the second subsequence of the right pair of 
subarray i is marked ‘i’ (telling the element that its left match is in subarray i). 
Elements belonging to subsequences of left pairs are marked symmetrically. 
Remark. In case where instead of the assumption of Lemma 4.2(a), we have 
r(i) = i + 1, the boundaries of the first subarray of the right pair of m(i) include all 
elements of subarray i that are to the right of m(i). The boundaries of the second 
subarray include all elements of subarray i + 1 that are to the left of r(i). Similar 
considerations apply to the left pair of m(i). 
Lemma 4.3 (Berkman et al. [S]). Let dj be an element in subarray i and let 1 be the index 
of the subarray in which the right match of dj lies. Then dj belongs either to (the jrst 
subsequence of) the right pair of m(i) or to the left pair of m(1). 
Corollary. Step (a2) results in (correctly) marking all elements whose matches (right or 
left) are not in their subarrays. 
The number of processors used in Step (al) is r = 6/Z,_ I(S). The number of 
processors used in Step (a2) is 6. Overall Step 3 takes constant ime using 6 processors 
(which are available at node u). 
Step 4: The complexity of this step is constant time using 6 processors (since there 
are at most 6 queries). 
Stage 3 
We compute prefix minima and suffix minima with respect to A as follows: 
Consider some j, 1 < j < n, and let Ai be the subarray containing aj. The minimum 
over the prefix of aj with respect o A is the minimum between the prefix ei-1 with 
respect o array E (computed as part of NMPS(E) in Stage 2) and the minimum over 
the prefix of aj with respect o Ai (computed in Stage 1). Suffix minima with respect o 
A are computed similarly. Matches for elements whose match is not in their subarray 
are computed similar to Steps 224 of Pulse 2m - 2 of Stage 2. We analyze the running 
times of these three steps. Building the tables for search queries within each subarray 
Ai, 1 < i < nl (Step 2), uses here $Zz(n) processors for each subarray and ,/‘kn 
processors overall. Answering all search queries (Step 3) takes constant time using 
n/I:(n) processors. Extending the numbers-matching solution for matches outside the 
subarrays (Step 4) takes constant time using n processors. 
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Complexity qf the recursive step: In addition to application of the inductively 
assumed algorithm, the other steps of the algorithm take constant time using 
nl,(n) + $n processors. This totals cm time using 111,,,(n) + ,,&I processors. 
4.3. The recursion base (numbers-matching algorithm,for m = 2) 
Lemma 4.4. Let m be 2. Then I,(n) = log n. The algorithm runs in time 2~ ,f?w some 
constant c using n log n + JI& processors. 
The details of the algorithm for m = 2 are very similar to those of the algorithm for 
general m. We give below only the most crucial details. 
Stage 1: Reducing the size of the problem 
We partition A into n, = n/log3 n subarrays of size log3 II, solve the NMPS prob- 
lems with respect to each subarray and construct array E = (e,, ez, ., e,,), where ei is 
the minimum element in subarray i, 1 d i < n,. 
Stage 2: Solving NMPS(E) 
Input: Array E = (e, , e2, . , e,,) of numbers, 1 ei - ei + 1 1 < k2 = k log3 n. 
We build BT(2), a complete binary tree, whose leaves are the elements of E and 
allocate a team of log n(l + ,/%log2 n) processors to each leaf, 1 + Jzlog’ n proces- 
sors for each of its ancestors. The total amount of processors used is n/log2 n + ./in 
(which is less than nlogn + fin. Consider a node c of BT(2) with 6 leaves 
D = (dl,d2, . . . . ds). Let ~‘r and u2 be the left and right children of u, respectively, and let 
D, and D, be their respective arrays of leaves. Note that D, and D2 are subarrays of 
D of size 612 each. The algorithm has two (time) pulses, each takes constant time. 
Pulse 1: Find the minimum over D, (and D2) as in the algorithm for m: The difference 
between the minimum value and the maximum value in D, does not exceed the square 
of the number of processors of c, and the algorithm of Remark 3.1 can be applied. 
Pulse 2: It has three steps. 
Step 1: We compute prefix minima with respect to D. That is, for each leaf e, of l*, we 
need to find the minimum over the prefix of ei in c. For this, the minimum among the 
following list of (at most) log n + 1 numbers is computed. Denote the level of L’ in the 
binary tree by level(n). Each level I, level(v) < I < log n + 1. of the tree contributes (at 
most) one number. Let u denote the ancestor at level I - 1 of ei. Let u1 and u2 denote 
the right and left children of u, respectively. If ci belongs to (the subtree rooted at) u2 
then level I contributes the minimum over u , . If ci belongs to u1 then level 1 contributes 
a large default value (as in Step 1 of the algorithm for m). Finally, ei is also included in 
the list. This minimum computation can be done in constant time using log’ II 
processors by the algorithm of [19]. Note that: (1) all prefix minima and all suffix 
minima of E are computed (in the root) in this step; and (2) since BT(2) is a complete 
binary tree, node u can be easily found in constant time using one processor (see also 
I1 11). 
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It remains to find for each number in D its matches if they are outside its subarray. 
Doing this for all descendent nodes of u will imply a solution to NMPS(E). 
Step 2: Let the array of prefix minima with respect to subarray D, be 
p, = (P1,P2, . . . . pail). We build a table that enables processing search query with 
respect o P, in constant time using one processor. (Given any number x, search,,(x) 
provides the minimal index 1 such that pl < x.) The right match of an element di, 
1 d i < 6/2, of D whose right match is not in D1 is provided by searchp,(di - 1). 
Similar tables are built for the suffix minima of D,. They are used for finding left 
matches for the elements di, 6/2 + 1 < i < 6, whose left match is not in D2. Building 
the tables for search queries takes constant time using J%lo&. 6/2 processors, less 
than the amount of processors at node vi (which is 6/2 + ,/%. 6/2 .log’n). 
Step 3: Answer a search query for each element di, 1 < i d 6, of D whose right 
match is not in di’s subarray. We need to answer (at most) 6 queries with respect o D. 
This takes constant time using 6 processors (that are available at node u). 
This finishes the description of the computation with respect to U. It is done in 
parallel with respect o all nodes of BT(2) and results in solving NMPS(E). Extending 
the solution to A (Stage 3) is done in the same way as in the algorithm for m. 
Complexity of the recursion base: O(1) time using nlogn + $n processors. 
Lemma 4.4 follows. 
Together with Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.1 follows. 
4.4. From recursion to algorithm 
The recursive procedure in Lemma 4.1 translates easily into a constructive parallel 
algorithm where the instructions for each processor at each time unit are available. 
For such translation, issues such as processor allocation and computation of certain 
functions need to be taken into account. Since TRL - BT(m) is balanced, allocating 
processors in the algorithm above can be done in constant time if the following 
functions are precomputed: (a) Z,(x) for 1 < x < n and (b) I$_ 1(x) for 1 6 x d n and 
1 < i d Z,(x). Let us illustrate how the processor allocation which is described at the 
beginning of Stage 2 of the algorithm for m is actually done. We use n/Z:(n) + fin 
processors. The processors are partitioned into Z,(n) groups of n/Z:(n) + $n/Z,(n) 
processors each. Each group is allocated to one level. Within a level, the processors in 
its group are partitioned equally among the nodes of the level. This will provide 
a sufficient number of processors to each node. Some processors are superfluous and 
simply remain idle. These same functions suffice for all other computations above. The 
functions will be computed and stored in a table at the beginning of the algorithm. 
Computation of the functions is given in [6]. 
4.5. The optimal algorithm 
Consider the numbers-matching problem where k, the bound on the difference 
between successive ntries in A, is constant. Below we give an almost fully-parallel 
algorithm for the problem. It implicitly applies the two-part building block. 
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Step 1: Partition the input array A into successive subarrays of c?(n) elements each. 
Within each subarray solve the numbers-matching problem, the prefix-minima prob- 
lem and the suffix-minima problem. This can be done in O(a(n)) time using a(n) 
processors for each subarray (using, for instance, [13]). Overall this takes O(a(n)) time 
using n/cc(n) processors. 
Step 2: Find the minimum in each subarray and put these minima into array B (of 
size n/cc’(n)). 
Step 3: Out of the series of numbers-matching algorithms of Lemma 4.1 apply the 
algorithm for a(n) to B, where k’, the difference between two successive elements of B, 
is O(CX*(~)). This takes O(or(n)) time using n/a*(n). lacnJ(n) + @n/a*(n) processors. 
The definition of cc(n) implies that la(“)(n) < g(n) and the complexity of processors is 
thus 2n/cr(n). This can be simulated in O(cr(n)) time using n/cc(n) processors. 
Step 4: Find right and left matches in A for all elements in B. 
Step 5: Find right and left matches for all elements in A. 
The details of the last two steps are similar to Steps 2-4 of Stage 2 of the algorithm for 
m. Since k is constant the tables for search queries can be built in constant time using 
a*(n) processors for each subarray and constant time using n processors overall. All 
other computations take constant time using (at most) n processors. 
This concludes the proof Theorem 2.1. 
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